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1. Introduction. Let T be the inhomogeneous modular group. T is

the group of all 2X2 integral matrices of determinant 1, in which we

identify a matrix with its negative. Let g be a normal subgroup of

finite index ju in T. The level of g, as defined in [7], is the minimum

positive integral power, N, such that + UNE£, where

P    11
U =

_0    1_

Any parabolic matrix in T is one for which the trace is ±2, and g

has a complete system of t, say, parabolic representatives, Pi, ■ ■ ■ ,

Pt, which have the properties that any parabolic element of g is con-

jugate in g to a power of one of the P< and no nontrivial power of P.-

is conjugate in to a power of P, (1 £i?£j-£t). t is called the parabolic

class number. It is well known that u = Nt. See [2].

In [l] Greenberg has shown that if g is a normal subgroup of finite

index /x in T and with parabolic class number t, then ju ̂  6t*. His proof

relies on the use of group extensions and the principal application of

his result is to establish a conjecture made by Morris Newman in [6]

that there are only finitely many normal subgroups of T with a given

parabolic class number t. In this paper we shall show that, if t>l,

then there exists a positive integer k with Kk^t, such that k\ N and

N\kt. This shows that u = Nt^t3. The restriction that t>l does not

affect the generality of the result for, by [6], the only normal sub-

groups g of T for which / = 1 are g = T, T2, T3, V. We also note that if

g is a normal subgroup of V and t> 1 then, by [5], g is free.

2. We shall now establish a general property of horocyclic Fuchsian

groups. If LF(2, R) is the group of all real linear transformations

az + b
T:z-*-,

cz + d

with a, b, c, d real and ad — bc—l, which map the upper half complex

plane onto itself, then a discontinuous subgroup of LF(2, R) is called

a Fuchsian group. In particular the modular group V and all its sub-

groups are Fuchsian groups.
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Associated with each Fuchsian group JF there is a canonical funda-

mental region 2D in the upper half plane. See [3]. We assume that the

Fuchsian group JF is horocyclic and has a canonical fundamental

region which is bounded by a finite even number of segments of non-

euclidean lines. Noneuclidean lines are either arcs of circles orthogonal

to the real axis or segments of straight lines parallel to the imaginary

axis. The sides of 2D divide off into congruent pairs. This means that

there exists an element of JF which maps one side onto the other side

of the pair. It is these elements, which map one member of a con-

gruent pair onto the other, that generate SF. By identifying congruent

sides of SO we can regard the region as a Riemann surface. We can

construct 2D in such a way that each elliptic and parabolic generator

of J maps one side of some adjacent pair onto the other side of that

pair, going in an anticlockwise direction around the boundary of 2D.

By this construction and by going around the boundary of 2D in an

anticlockwise direction we can obtain a canonical representation for

SF in terms of its elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic generators. We

obtain:

ff = {Ex, ■ ■ ■ , E„ Px, ■ ■ ■ , P„ Ax, Bx, ■ ■ ■ , At, B0: E? = /

(l|»g s)

and    Ex ■ ■ ■ EsPx ■ ■ ■ P, f[ [At, B{] = l)

where 5 is the number of elliptic generators £,-, each of finite integral

order m< (l^i^s), and t is the number of parabolic generators P< of

ff (1 ^i^t). g is the genus of the fundamental region, regarded as a

Riemann surface, associated with EF.

From the canonical representation we see that JF is free if and only

if it has no elliptic elements. Each of the parabolic generators P,- of JF

isof the form Pi = Xt UkXtl, where k is a real number and XiELF(2, R).

the number k is called the amplitude of P, (l^i^t).

As described previously 3D is constructed in such a way that each

of the Pi maps one side of some adjacent pair of sides onto the other

side of that pair in an anticlockwise direction. The two sides of such

a pair meet at a vertex which must be a fixed point of the parabolic

transformation and so must lie on the real axis or be <».

Remembering that we are going round the boundary of the region

in an anticlockwise direction we shall now prove the following the-

orem concerning the signs of the amplitudes of theP,- (l^i^t).
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Theorem I. If 5 is a Fuchsian group with the above canonical repre-

sentation, constructed in the way described, then each of the parabolic

generators P{ (l^i^t) has a negative amplitude.

Proof. First of all suppose that one of the Pi is of the form

Pi=Ul; then as the only fixed point of Ul is co, this means that U1

maps two straight lines parallel to the imaginary axis onto one an-

other. As we are going around in an anticlockwise direction this means

that Ue maps such a straight line A, say, onto another such straight

line t2, A lying to the left of A, and so I must be negative. Suppose now

that Pi is of the form Pi = A-1U~kA, with

h: a-
a,b,c,d real, C9^0 and ad — be = 1. The Pi maps two circles orthogonal

to the real axis onto one another, in an anticlockwise direction, in

either of two ways, as depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

Cl(^"-^A~lU-kA

p

Figure 1

^-^ei(n)

/^A-lU~kA \^

If N^fo) \
-P-

Figure 2

In Figure 1 let the circles Ci and C2 have radii ri and r2, respec-

tively, and let them meet at a point p on the real axis.

As A~xU~kA maps Ci onto C2, U~k maps AQx onto A e2, which

must be lines parallel to the imaginary axis, as Ap = oo. The equation

of -4Ci is x=A(p — 2ri) and the equation of A Q2 is x = A(p + 2r2).

Since p = A~lx> = — d/c,
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k = A(p-2rx) - A(p + 2r2)

.J_(± + l)>0.
2c2 \rx      r2)

In Figure 2 let rx and r2 be the radii of circles Ci and C2, respec-

tively, with ri>r2. Once again let p be the vertex, noting, as before

that^=^-1«> = — d/c.

We find, similarly,

1   (1        1\
k =-1-) > 0,        as r2 < rx.

2c2 \r2      rx/

This completes the proof of the theorem.

3. We shall now apply Theorem 1 to establish the principle result

of the paper. We note that if JF is the modular group T or if SF is any

subgroup of r, the amplitudes of the parabolic generators are integers.

Theorem 2. If g is a normal subgroup of level N of the modular group

r and if the parabolic class number of g is t, where t>l, then there exists

an integer k, with Kk^t, such that k\ N and N\ kt.

Proof. In [6] Newman has shown that there exists a normal sub-

group 9* of r, containing g, with level k, for some k such that Kk^t

and parabolic class number also equal to t. (We must have k > 1, since

g*=r where k = l, implying that t=l.)

g*/g is cyclic, being generated by the coset %Uk, so that

(8*)' c g.

Newman has also shown that VUkV= Uk (mod g), where

Since t> 1, by [5], g* is free and so has a canonical representation,

say

g* = (Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pt, Ax, Bx, ■ ■ ■ , A„, Ba: Px • • • Pt f[ [At, Bt] = l\ .

By Theorem 1, we may choose the parabolic generators P,- of g*

such that their amplitudes are all negative. Thus each P.- is of the

form Pi = XiU-kXr\ where X{ET (l^i^t).

Now VUk= U\ (mod g), and since V and U generate T,

Pi = U~k (mod g)        (1 g i g t).
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Since g*/g 's abelian, the above defining relation for g* shows that

Px ■ ■ -Pt = I (mod $).

Thus [/-*' = / (mod g) and therefore UklE£, so that N\kt.

As the level of g* divides the level of g, we have k\N.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 1. There are only finitely many normal subgroups of V

with a given parabolic class number t.

Proof. If t=l, then g = T, T2, T3, V, as stated in §1.

If t>\, then by Theorem 2, the index n of g in T is such that

u = Nt and so n \ kt2. Thus u g t3, as 1< k ^ t.

The result follows from this inequality.

Corollary 2. Suppose that g is a normal subgroup of T and that

[T: g]=ju. If N and t are the level and parabolic class number of g,

respectively, where (N, t) = 1 and t>\, then N^ t.

Proof. By Theorem 2, there exists an integer k, with 1 <k ^t, such

that k\N and N\kt. As (N, 0 = 1, N\k and so N = k^t.
We note that there are normal subgroups of T which satisfy the

conditions and illustrate the result of Corollary 2.

For example the principal congruence subgroups T(p) of T with

level equal to a prime p are such subgroups, since for p = 2, N = 2,

t = 3, while for p>2, N = p, t = \(p2-\).

In conclusion we note that the results of [4] also can be used to

derive Greenberg's result in the case when g is a congruence subgroup.

For, if g is a congruence group of level N, then g* is also a congruence

group of level k, and, since g is a lattice subgroup of g*, the results

of [4] imply that N\ \2k2, showing that ju = Nt^ I2t3.

I should like to express my thanks to Professor Rankin for his many

useful hints and suggestions, especially in the proof of Theorem 1.

Addendum. The inequality N ^t2 has been obtained by R. W. D.

Accola in On the number of automorphisms of a closed Riemann surface,

Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 131 (1968), 398-408. Accola's proof in

Lemma 5 of this paper uses pure theoretic considerations, the result

being obtained by considering the order of a finite group generated

by two elements x, y, say, such that x2=y2 = (xy)N= 1. It is interest-

ing that this same result can be established by using the fundamental

property of the amplitudes of the parabolic generators of a finitely

generated horocyclic Fuchsian group.
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